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FOR AGRICULTURE / SOIL PREPARATION / Forks /

Manure fork
Product reference

901-6

Manure Fork / 901-6

Brand

Bellota

EAN code

8414299156218

Use

Collects hay and manure with ease thanks to the sharpened
prongs, tempered along their entire length.

Bullet points

Unbreakable. Six-prong fork forged in one single piece with Bellota special steel. Heat-treated. It will last a lifetime, does not break,
does not deform and does not wear out. The prongs are sharp to hold the bales well and hardened along their entire length to better
withstand the weight. They are painted to prevent rust and facilitate maintenance.
Handling bales will be easier.  Help yourself with the soft touch PEFC ash wood handle, you can choose among  long, T or D handle.

Description

Six-prong fork made of special steel and forged in one single piece for collecting hay and manure. Reinforced socket for a perfect
joint between head and handle. The prongs are sharp and hardened along their entire length. Painted with special paint to prevent
rust.

Characteristics and attributes

Attributes

Teeth length (in cm): 35
Number of barbs: 6

Characteristics

Head shape: Curved
Head weight (in g): 1350
Joint or max. diameter (in mm): 36
Compatible handles: M901LC135,M901AC81
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Usage: Collects hay and manure with ease thanks to the
sharpened prongs, tempered along their entire length.

Item dimensions

Article length (in mm)

240

Article width (in mm)

310

High article (in mm)

450

Net weight (in kg)

1.35

Gross Weight (Kg)

1.485

Finishes

Material

Steel

Colour

Black

Finish

Painted

Classification and certifications

Tariff code

82013000

Spare parts and accessories

Related articles (Spares)

M 901 LC 135

Certified long and curved wood handle
for pitchfork 901 / M 901 LC 135

M 901 LR 120

Certified long and straight wood handle
for pitchfork 901 / M 901 LR 120

M 901 AC 75

Certified wood D-handle for fork 901 /
M 901 AC 75

M 901 LR 120 SB

Non Varnished Handles for Forks / M
901 LR 120 SB
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